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1. INTRODUCTIOK 
1.1. Let K be an alternative ring that is not associative. Successive 
papers, largely by Kleinfeld, have shown that R is a Cayley-Dickson algebra 
(CD algebra) if 
1. R is a division ring [7, 2, 41; 
2. R is simple but not nil [5]; 
3. R is primitive in the sense of Jacobson [6]. 
Since (as was shown directly in [6]) p rimitive rings are prime, the obvious 
question next in generality is 
4. What if R is prime ? [We recall that a ring R is called prime if A-lB 1- (0) 
lvhenever d, B are nonzero ideals of R.] 
-At this point, wc must extend the class of admissible models at least slightly, 
since a prime ring need not be an algebra over a field. For example, the 
Cayley integers are a prime ring that is not a CD algebra, much as an integral 
domain is prime but need not be a field. In this paper, we show that the 
extension need only be slight. We will define a Cayley-Dickson ring (CD 
ring) R to be a ring that can be imbedded in a certain natural way in a CD 
algebra R’ over the quotient field Z’ of the (nonzero) center 2 of R. The 
method of imbedding is standard; for example, it will imbed the n x II matrix 
ring over an integral domain Z in the n x n matrix algebra over Z’. Our main 
result (Theorem A) is then as follows: If R is prime alternative but not 
associative, and if 3R f (0), then R is a CD ring. 
This result may be regarded as a generalization of Theorem A in [2]: In 
our terminology the latter says that if R is cancellative alternative but not 
associative (and of char f2) then R is a CD ring such that R’ is a CD division 
algebra. The added generality in the present paper comes from the fact 
that a prime ring may have zero divisors. If R is prime with zero divisors [and 
not associative, and 3R f (0)], then R’ will be a split CD algebra, instead of 
a CD division algebra. 
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1.2. L1:e now give a brief summary of the contents of this paper. It 
turns out that the proof of the main theorem does not appeal directly to 
prrmeness, but to three weaker conditions. Therefore, we discuss these 
conditions in Section 2, and propose the name weakly prime for any ring 
(not necessarily alternative) that satisfies them. 
In Section 3 we give a precise definition of CD rings, and prove the main 
theorem (a weakly prime ring R with 3R f (0) is a CD ring), and a strong 
converse. 
In Section 4 WC attempt to weaken the conditions of weak primeness as 
far as possible, while essentially preserving the conclusion (that R is a CD 
ring). ‘The results of this section can be viewed in two lights: either as 
improving Theorem A, or as providing successively weaker conditions suf- 
ficient to force a given ring to be prime. 
In Section 5 we discuss biefly how much can be said about rings satisfying 
conditions even weaker than those used in Section 4. Finally, in Section 6, 
we note an interesting analogy bets-een the main theorem and Goldie’s 
theorem on prime associative rings. 
Part II of this paper will be devoted to the problem of the existence of a 
prime ring R that is neither associative nor a CD ring. It is still an open 
question whether such a ring exists. 
2. \\:EAI‘LY PRIME &NGS 
2.1. Throughout this section R is an arbitrary ring: it need not be 
alternative. If x, y, z E R, we write (x, y, z) for xy . z - s . yx, and (x, y) for 
xy - yx. The right nucleus of R is r,V(R) = (n E R : (R, R, n) =- (0)); and 
the middle and left nuclei mN(R) and en’(R) are defined analogously. The 
nucleus of R is N(R) = TN(R) n mN(R) n &V(R). The center of R is 
Z(R) ~- {z E N(R) : (z, R) = (0)). 
R is prime provided, for A, B ideals of R, =1B = (0) implies A ~~ (0) 01 
B = (0). R is semiprime provided, for A an ideal of R, -4‘4 (0) implies 
A : (0). 
An ideal V of R is nuclear provided V C N(R). The sum of all the nuclear 
ideals of R is itself a nuclear ideal: the maximum nuclear ideal D’(R). R is 
purely not associative provided U(R) = (0). The associator idea2 D(R) is the 
ideal of R generated by (R, R, R); f or any R we have D(R).U(R) = (0) ~- 
U(R).D(R). (See [9], Section 3). 
Finally, we say that R is torsion-free provided for Y E R and z E Z(R), 
rz = 0 implies Y == 0 or z = 0. If Z(R) = Z f (0), we can think of R as the 
ring with operators (R, Z), and “torsion-free” then has its natural meaning 
for rings with operators. 
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Digression 2.2. 
If, however, Z(R) = (0), the condition is vacuous. A more natural definition 
of “torsion-free”, not vacuous even when Z(R) = (0), is obtained by substi- 
tuting the centroid C(R) for the center Z(R) in the definition. If R is free of 
total (right and left) zero-divisors, the two definitions coincide when Z f (0). 
Furthermore, there is then a natural isomorphism between R @a Z’ and 
R & C’ (see Section 2.5 below). Since, in this paper, we will always be able 
to prove Z(R) f (0), we content ourselves with the weaker (if less natural) 
condition above. 
We are now in a position to make the following 
DEFINITION 2.3. A ring R is weakly prime provided 
(i) R is semiprime; 
(ii) R is purely not associative; 
(iii) R is torsion-free. 
The justification for the name is given in 
LmmI.4 2.4. If R is a prime but not associative ring, then R is weakly prime. 
Proof. (i) is clear (and also justifies the name “semiprime”). 
(ii) Since R is not associative, D(R) + (0), so U(R) = (0) by (2.1). LIore 
generally, if R is prime but not associative, then R has no nonzero nuclear 
right ideals, and no nonzero ideal contained in the right nucleus. Proofs are 
given in [8], p. 39. 
(iii) If .z E Z(R), it is easily verified that zR := Rz and A, = {Y E R : zr : 0) 
are mutually annihilating ideals of R. If zR = (0), then 
z E A = (a E R : Ra = aR = (0)}, 
which is an ideal of R. Since R is prime and R f (0), we have A my (0). 
So if x f 0 then A, = (0), the required conclusion. 
2.5. Suppose now R is torsion-free with center Z(R) = Z f (0). 
Then Z is a commutative associative ring without zero divisors, and we can 
form the quotient field Z’ of Z, and the algebra R’ = R oz Z’ over the field 
Z’. The relation between R and R’ is a close one, as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.6, Suppose R and R’ are as above. Then 
(a) The mapping Y -+ Y @ 1 imbeds R in R’; 
(11) Every Y’ E R’ car1 be written in the form r’ = Y @ z-l, where T E R, 
aud zE%* .= 2 -(Oj; 
(c) Z(R’) = Z’; 
481/15/z-6 
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(d) R’ is torsion-free; 
(e) R2’ is semiprime iff R is; 
(f) R’ is purely not associative 28 R is; 
(g) R’ is prime $f is; 
(h) Suppose p = p(x, ,..., x,) is an element Ef a.free norlassociative algebra 
over Z + / (] the integers, adj’oined to Z in the usual way), and p is homogeneous 
in each x, . Then R’ satisjes p = 0 iff R does. 
Sketch Proof. (a) follows from the fact that R is torsion-free. Throughout 
the rest of this paper we identify R with its image in R’ under this mapping. 
(h) is obtained by an obvious computation. Using (b), we easily find 
rK(R’) rN(R) gz Z’, etc., and so (c) and (d). For (e), (f), (g) we use the 
fact, again a consequence of (b), that we can pass between nonzero ideals 
A of R and A’ of R’ by means of =1’ ---, ;2’ n R, and il + A $jz 2’. 
(h) is a matter of applying (h), and then clearing denominators. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose R is weakly prime witlr center Z f (0). Then R’ 
is zc;eakly prime with center Z’. If R is alternath,e, then so is R’. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 2.6 e, f, d, c. The 
second follows from Proposition 2.6 h, since alternative rings are characterized 
1,~ the homogeneous identities pl(x, y) =: .Y.Y.F -- x.xy; p%(x, y) 
q-.y - x’yy. 
3.1. In Sections 3,4, 5 all rings considered will be alternative, and R is 
a ring. If R satisfies condition 2.3(ii), we will say that R is purely alternative 
([9], Section 4). If A is a right ideal of R then R is =I-semiprime provided, for 
T a right ideal of R, T2 = (0) implies ‘I’n *-l : (0), and R is A-purely 
alternative provided, for V a right ideal of R, I _ 2 lV(R) implies V n A = (0). 
If R is itself semiprime (purely alternative), then it is A-semiprime (A-purely 
alternative) for every right ideal .-I of R, and conversely. See also [IO], 
Lemmas 3.2 and 6.4. 
\\:e now collect together the prerequisites for this paper. 
Lmcm 3.2. I. Suppose A is a r$ht ideal oj R, and R is J-semiprime. Then 
(a) N(A) -=. A n ,‘V(R); 
(h) If R is (A $- RA)-semiprime, then Z(,4) = A n Z(R); 
(c) If A is two-sided, then A is semiprime; 
(d) If R is A-purely alternative, then .-I is semiprime and purely alternative. 
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II. Suppose R is semiprime. Then 
(e) Either 3R = (0) OY X(R) $ (0); 
(f) Either 3R C N(R) OY Z(R) f (0); 
(g) If R is purely alternative, the?1 N(R) = Z(R); 
(h) If R is simple and Z(R) f (0), then R is associative OY a CD algebra. 
For proofs see [lo]: Th eorems A, B, and C, Proposition 6.5, Theorems 
D(p) and D(y); [9]: Proposition 6.9, and [5], respectively. 
DEFIXITION 3.3. Suppose R is torsion-free and Z(R) f (0). We say R is 
a Cayley-Dickson ring (and write CD ring) provided R’ (defined as in 
Section 2.5) is a CD algebra over the field Z’. 
THEOREM A. Suppose R is a weakly prime ahernative ring, and 3R f (0). 
Then R is a CD ring. 
Proof. Since R is purely alternative and 3R is an ideal of R, 3R L :1’(R) 
implies 311 = (0), which we exclude. So we may apply Lemma 3.2f to con- 
clude that Z(R) f (0). We can, therefore, form the algebra R’ over Z’, as in 
Section 2.5. By Corollary 2.7 R’ is alternative, weakly prime, and with center 
Z’ qz (0). To complete the proof, it therefore suffices by Lemma 3.2h to show 
that R’ is simple. 
Suppose then A is any nonzero ideal (or, indeed, right ideal) of R’. Ry 
Lemma 3.2d d is semiprime and purely alternative. Since R’ is an algebra 
over the field 2’ of char + 3, and A + (0), WC have 3A # (0). So by Lemma 
3.2 e, a, g and Corollary 2.7, (0) # N(A) = A n N(R’) = A n Z(R’) 7 
-4 nZ’.IfOf a: E A n Z’, then A 3_ ~1. CL-~R’ = R’. Thus, A = R’ anti R’ 
has no proper ideals (or right ideals). This completes the proof. 
3.4. The converse is easy: if R is a CD ring (no restriction on charac- 
teristic), then by definition R’ is simple, so in particular prime. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.6g, R is prime (and not merely weakly prime). We now obtain a 
much sharper result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose R is a CD ying, and R = A, 1 A, 2 ... 2 d,, =- 
A f (0) is a chain of subrings of R, each a right or a left ideal in its predecessor. 
Then 
(a) Z(A) = A n Z(R); 
(b) A n Z(R) f (0); 
(c) Under a natural identification, A’ = R’; 
(d) A is prime; 
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(e) If b, c E R and bA.r :: (0) [or b-Ac = (0)], then b = 0 or c = 0; 
(f) If b, c E R and b(cA.A) :- (0) then b = 0 or c ~= 0. 
Proof. (a) By definition R satisfies (iii); Z(R) f (0), and R’ is simple but 
not associative. So by Proposition 2.6 e and f, R = A,, is weakly prime. 
Suppose inductively Ai is weakly prime and Z(A,) --= A; n Z(R). Then A,,, 
satisfies (i) and (ii) by Lemma 3.2d, and Z(A-I,, i) =- -4, i n Z(Ai) by Lemma 
3.2b, since A, is semiprime. But then Z(A,,,) A,,, n [Ai n Z(R)] 
A,,, n Z(R), and since R satisfies (iii), so does A, -i . 
(1~) For each i ;: 0 we define a subset Bj of R’ b\ 
B, = {a @ 2-l : u E ,+I;; 0 - 2 E Aip, n Z(R)}, 
where we take 4-i R. 
Suppose inductively B, =~- R’, and .i, n Z(H) ;- (0). (This is true by 
definition and Proposition 2.6b for i 0). Then BjJ r # ;li, and we may 
verify that Bi, r is additively closed and, furthermore, a right or a left ideal of 
Bi . Since Bi = R’, and R’ has no proper right or left ideals, we conclude that 
B ,Ll ~~ R’. In particular, we can find n E --I,: i; 0 f z E Z(Ai), such that 
0 (3 c~-l -~: 1 E R’. But then u -: z, so that 0 -/- a E .4,,, n Z(R). 
(c) By (a), A :~ A,, satisfies (iii), and by, (b) Z(A) + (0), so that we may 
form A’ (see Section 2.5). But now 
z-I’ A ~55~~~) Z(A)’ =- {u 0: 2-l : a E A; 0 + z E Z(A); 
~~~ {U $jj! Z-I : u E -4; 0 f z E L4 n Z(R)}, 
which is contained in R’ by an obvious imbedding. From our expression for 
A,,’ we may verify that in the chain R’ -= A,,’ ‘J ;2,’ -= ... 3 A,’ # (0) each 
term is a right or a left ideal in its predecessor. As in (b), we conclude that 
A,,’ :z R’. 
(d) Immediate from (c) and Proposition 2.6g. 
(e) If bAvz = (0), then also bL-l’.c :-: (0); i.e., bR’.c = (0). Suppose 
b f 0. Since R’ is a quadratic algebra over Z’, we may without loss of 
generality suppose that one of: b is invertible; b2 ~.: b f 1, b2 == 0. In the 
first case, bb-lx 0 implies c = 0; in the last two cases, R’ is split, and we 
may assume without loss of generality that b ~-- e,, or b = fiO in a standard 
notation. The proof is then completed by an easy computation. 
(f) The proof is similar to that of (e). Xote that from 6.d -=- (0) we 
cannot conclude b = 0 or c = 0. However, the only other possibilities are 
b jle, c ye’, where /3, y E Z’ and e, e’ are orthogonal idempotents of R’, or 
b pt, c yt, where (Y, y E Z’ and t E R’ with t2 -- 0. 
3.6. Proposition 3.5 has something like a converse in the following 
result: 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose R satisfies (iii), and 3R $ N(R). If R satisfies 
any one of the conclusions of Proposition 3.5, then R is a CD ring (and so satisfies 
all of them). 
Proof. Suppose R satisfies (a). If T is an ideal of R such that T2 = (0), 
then T = Z(T) C Z(R), and (iii) yields T = (0). Thus, R satisfies (i) as well 
as (iii). The conclusion then follows from Theorem B, below. 
If R satisfies (b) then the method of proof of Theorem A shows that R is 
a CD ring [the restriction 3R C$ N(R) can be relaxed to R f N(R)]. Condition 
(c) only makes sense in the presence of (a) and (b). If R satisfies (d) or (e) or 
(f), then R is prime, and we appeal to Theorem A. 
Note. It is enough for Proposition 3.6 if each conclusion of Proposition 3.5 
is assumed only whenever A is an ideal of R. 
3.7. By Theorem A and Proposition 3.5, a weakly prime ring R [with 
3R f (0)] satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 3.5. It is interesting to 
observewhat becomes of this result ifwe replace the condition (ii) of pure alter- 
nativity by the “opposite” condition, that R be associative (cf. [9], Sections 3 
and 4). Then (c) f--f (b) + (e) tf (f) ---f (d) + (a). Specifically, R satisfies (b) 
iff R is imbeddable by the method of Section 2.5 in a sfield R’; R satisfies (e) 
iff R is free of 0 divisors; R satisfies (d) iff R is prime without nil elements. All 
the conclusions of Proposition 3.5, except (a), are thus strictly stronger than 
primeness for associative rings. 
3.8. The fact that among prime rings the associative ones are worse 
behaved than the not-associative ones (in respect of the conclusions of 3.5), 
is an example of a typical phenomenon: In any naturally defined class of 
alternative rings, the purely alternative rings are likely to be better behaved 
than the associative rings. 
4. STRONGER RESULTS 
4.1. In this section, we examine how far it is possible to weaken one or 
another of the conditions of weak primeness in Theorem A, while essentially 
preserving the conclusion: that R is a CD ring. It will be convenient to refer to 
the conditions by their numbers (i), (ii), (iii), as given in Definition 2.3, 
rather than by their names. In discussion here and in Section 5, we assume 
for convenience that R is free of 3-torsion (i.e., 3x = 0 implies N == 0). 
In the theorems, however, we weaken this restriction as far as possible. 
4.2. If we wish for a reasonable conclusion, we cannot drop the 
condition (i) of semiprimeness. For example, let R be the algebra over any 
field F with basis {I, e, a, b, c, d} and nonzero basis products IX := xl I= x; 
ee = e, eb = b, ec = c; ae = a, ab = 1 - e, ad = c; ba = e, bc := d, 
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cb = --d; de = d, da = -c. Then H is an alternative algebra over F (it is a 
six-dimensional subalgebra of the split CD algebra over F), and N(R) = 
F * 1 = Z(R), so that R satisfies (ii) and (iii). However, (i) fails, since the 
minimum ideal Fc + Fd has square zero. This is the example referred to in 
[lOI, (6.6). 
If we drop condition (ii), we must obviously allow associative rings in our 
conclusion. Theorem B, below shows that there are no further exceptions. 
Condition (iii) cannot be dropped if R is to be prime. For example, if Ci are 
CD algebras, and R = C, @ C, , then R satisfies (i) and (ii), but not (iii). 
We show in Theorem C,, below that although (iii) cannot be dropped, it can 
be weakened. 
THEOREM B,, . Suppose R satisfies (i) and (iii), and 3R g N(R). Then R 
is a CD ring. 
The proof is contained in that of Theorem A. We will prove a stronger 
result, Theorem B, later. If R is free of 3-torsion, we deduce from 3R C N(R) 
that 3(R, R, R) = (0), whence (R, R, R) = (0), and R is associative. This 
justifies the remark in Section 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose R is a central alternative algebra over a field F of 
char f3. If R is semipvime then R is either associative or a CD algebra ovey F. 
E’rooJ R is said to be cental over F provided R has a I, and Z(R) -:m F . 1. 
Clearly this condition implies (iii). So by Theorem Lz, R is a CD ring or 
311 C N(R). In the latter case, we saw above that R is associative. In the 
former, we have that R’ = R oz Z’ is a CD algebra over Z’. But Z’ == F’ -= F. 
So R’ = R under the identification of Proposition 2.6a. That is, R is itself a 
CD algebra over Z’ == F. 
4.4 It is striking how little information the hypothesis of Corollary 4.3 
yields when R is associative, and how much when it is not. A central semiprime 
associative algebra over F need not even be prime (let alone simple). For 
instance, Baer [l], Section 2, has given an example of a nil semiprime associa- 
tive ring. An easy modification of his construction (take G to be the direct 
sum of a countable set of copies {F . b(i)} ofF) y ie Id s a nil semiprime associative 
algebra over F. If R is obtained by adjoining F. 1 in the usual way to the 
ideal direct sum S @ S, then it is easy to verify that R is central over F and 
semiprime, but not prime. For a conclusion as strong as that of Corollary 4.3 
in case R is associative, one needs some such extra assumption as d.c.c. See in 
this context the last sentence of Section 3.8. 
THEOREM C, . Suppose R satisjies (i), (ii), and (iii”) Z(R) contains no 
O-divisors (as a subring). i’f R is free of 3-torsion, then R is a CD ring or (0). 
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Again we omit the proof, since we prove a stronger result, Theorem C, 
later. Theorem C, improves on Theorem A by weakening the condition (iii). 
It will be seen that the last example of (4.2) violates (iii”). 
We now weaken the conditions (i) and (iii) by localizing them to the 
associator ideal D of R. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose R is D-semiprime (see Section 3.1). Then 
(a) A right ideal V of R is disjointfrom D $7 V C U(R); 
(b) If b E R, the following are equivalent: Db = (0), bD = (0), h E U(R); 
(c) D satisfies (i) and (ii); 
(d) D n N(R) = N(D) = Z(D) = D n Z(R). 
Proof. If k’ n D = (0), then (I’, R, R) C l- n D = (0), and P-(T N(R), 
so V C I;:(R). Conversely, if V C U(R), then, as in Section 2.1, VD G C’D = (0). 
Thus, if T == V n D then T2 :-= (0), and D-semiprimeness yields T -= (0). 
That is, V is disjoint from D. 
(b) Let B be the ideal of R generated by b. Since the left or right annihilator 
of D in R is an ideal of R, BD = (0) or DB = (0). It follows as in (a) that 
B n l! -= (0), so that b E B C U(R). C onversely, if b E U(R) then B C U(R), 
so BD z= DB = (0), and bD = Db -= (0). 
(c) D satisfies (i) by Lemma 3.2~. Since c: n D = (0) R is D-purely 
alternative, so by Lemma 3.2d, D is purely alternative, i.e., satisfies (ii). 
(d) By (c) and Lemma 3.2g N(D) = Z(D), and by Lemma 3.2a and b 
N(D) = D n N(R) and Z(D) = D n Z(R). 
THEOREM B. Suppose R satisfies 
(i,,) R is D-semiprime; 
(iii,) D n Z(R) contains no R-zero-dizisors. 
If 3R g -v(R), then R is a CD ring. 
Proof. The second condition means that 0 $ N E D n Z(R) and 0 f Y E R 
imply 0 f oIr. By Lemma 4.5~ and d, D is weakly prime. So by Theorem A 
either 30 = (0) or D is a CD ring. In the first case, (0) = 30 = 3(R, R, R) 
implies 3R C N(R). Excluding this case, we conclude that D is prime with 
nonzero center. lYow if A is a nonzero ideal of R, and 0 f cy E D n Z(R), 
condition (iii,) yields (0) f olA CA n D. So if A, B are nonzero ideals of R, 
then A’ = A n D and B’ = B n D are nonzero ideals of D. Since D is prime, 
(0) f A’B’ C AB. Thus R is prime. By Theorem A it follows that either R 
is associative, or 3R = (0) [in both which cases 3R C N(R)], or R is a CD ring, 
as required. 
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THEOREM C. Suppose R satis$es 
(ID) R is D-semiprime; 
(ii) R is purely alternative; 
(ii;‘;) D n Z(R) has no zero-divisors (as a subring). 
If D is free of 3-torsion, then R is a CD ring OY (0). 
Proof. By Lemma 4Sc, D satisfies (i) and (ii). So by Lemma 3.2d any 
ideal A of D satisfies (i) and (ii). If r3 + (0), th e condition on characteristic 
yields 3A f (0). So by Lemma 3.2e N(A) f (0). Hence, by Lemmas 3.2a 
and 4.5d, (0) + N(A) :- A n N(D) _~ -4 n D n Z(R). So if A, B are nonzero 
ideals of D, we can find 0 f a E A n n n Z(R); 0 f p E B n D n Z(R). 
Hence, by (iii;), 0 f c@ E AB. So 11 is prime. By Lemma 4.5a and (ii), no 
nonzero ideal of R is disjoint from 1). We conclude, as in the proof of 
Theorem B, that R is prime. If 3R := (0) then 30 = (0); therefore, D 7: (0), 
R = U(R), and R 7 (0). Otherwise, by Theorem A, R is a CD ring. 
4.6. Theorem B shows that for the conclusion of Theorem A we can 
omit (ii) if we keep the full force of (iii), the cost being to allow associative as 
well as CD rings in the conclusion. Theorem C shows that we can weaken (iii) 
to (iii”) provided we keep (ii). Thus, it is natural to ask whether we can 
simultaneously dispense with (ii) and weaken (iii). 
We cannot dispense with (ii) and weaken (iii) to (iii”). For example, let 1. 
be a semiprime associative ring with zero center (e.g., the ring of finitely 
nonzcro infinite matrices over a fieldF), and C a CD algebra. Then R -~= C 0 I,’ 
satisfies (i) and (iii”), but is neither a CD ring nor associative. However, 
we can omit (ii) and weaken (iii) to a condition (iii’) slightly stronger than (iii”). 
We give the result in localized form. 
THEOREM D. Suppose R satisfies 
(in) R is D-semiprime; 
(iii,‘) D n Z(R) contains no N(R)-zero-divisors. 
If D is free of 3-torsion, then R is a CD ring OY associative. 
(Except that we need a stronger condition on characteristic, this may be 
regarded as improving Theorem B). 
Proof. By Lemma 4Sc, D satisfies (i) and (ii). If 30 = (0) then D =- (0) 
and R is associative. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.2e and Lemma 4.5d, we can find 
0 f u EN(D) = D n Z(R). Now if U = U(R), LYU C U n D = (0), and 
(iii,‘) yields U (0). So R sa is es ii as well as (in) and, clearly, (iii;). t fi (’ ) 
It follows from Theorem C that R is a CD ring or (0) (and so associative). 
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5. STILL MTEAKER COKDITIONS 
5.1. At this stage we have seen that R is a CD ring or associative if it 
satisfies (localized versions of) either (i) and (iii’) or (i), (ii), and (iii”), and R 
need not be a CD ring or associative if it satisfies any of 
CL (ii) and (iii); 
/3. (i) and (iii”); 
y. (i) and (ii). 
In this section, we discuss briefly how much can be said about rings satisfying 
one of the listed sets of conditions LX, /3 and y. 
01. There are certain grounds for hope that Z(R) f (0). In that case, we 
can form R’ = R @tz Z’, which will be a central purely alternative algebra. If 
the grounds for believing Z(R) f (0) hold, it can be proved that R’ is a 
quadratic algebra over Z’. Thus, the study of 01 rings may possibly be reducible 
to the study of central purely alternative quadratic algebras. Note that the 
example of Section 4.2 is of this type. 
/3. N’e have seen that R may be of the form C @ V, with C a CD ring and L7 
a semiprime associative ring with zero center. More generally, if R satisfies 
the localized conditions (iD) and (iii;), then R may be of the form C CS C;, 
where C is a CD ring and V is any associative ring. 
In general, the problem of the structure of rings satisfying (iD) and (iii’;) is 
equivalent to a natural but very difficult extension problem, as follows: 
THEOREM E. Suppose D(R) is,free of 3-t orsion. Then the follozuing condifions 
are equivalent: 
(a) R satisjies (iD) and (iii;); 
(b) R is an extension of a CD ideal by an associative ring. 
Under a mild restriction on R we can add a further equivalent condition: 
(c) R is an extension of a nuclear ideal by a CD ring. 
There is a similar theorem in case R satisfies (i) and (iii”). 
Clearly our example C @ V is the naivest possible of such a situation, and 
it is easy to construct much more complicated modes of extending a CD ring 
by an associative ring, or vice versa. We will deal with this topic at greater 
length elsewhere. 
y. In Section 4.2, we gave the example C, @ C, . More generally, properties 
(i) and (ii) (for any nonassociative rings) are preserved under formation of 
subdirect sums. Thus, any subdirect sum of CD rings satisfies (i) and (ii). 
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We will show elsewhere that for alternative rings free of 3-torsion there are 
no further models. 
6. AN ASSOCIATIVE AXALOGY 
By extending the notions used in the Ore imbedding theorem for associative 
rings to arbitrary (not necessarily alternative) rings, we can subsume 
Theorem A under a theorem of Goldie for prime associative rings, and do so 
in this section. 
6.1. Let R be an arbitrary nonassociative ring. We define the set G(R) 
of regular elements of R by 
G(R) = {a E N(R) : ax x 0 or xa := 0 implies s =- 0). 
We say a pair (S, 0) is a classical right quotient ying (crqr) for R, provided 
(a) S is a ring, and H is an imbedding of R into S; 
(b) S has a 1; 
(c) If a E G(R), then ati E N(S), and aH is invertible in S; 
(d) Every s E S can be written in the form (,xS)(aO)-l, for some choice of 
x E R and a E G(R). 
Then the following extension of Ore’s theorem can be proved by the usual 
method. (For a brief sketch see [3], p. 262; the details are tedious and non- 
trivial, but no more so in general than for the associative case): 
THEOREM F. Suppose R satisfies the following conditions: 
(e) G(R) 1 I;‘; 
(f) Ginen Y E R and as G(R), we can $nd x’ E R and a’ E G(R) such 
that sa’ r-= s’a. 
(g) Gken s E G(R) and a E G(R), we can find x’ E G(R) and a’ E G(R) 
suck that xa’ =L- x’a. 
Then R has a crqr. Furthermore, if (S, , O,), (S, , 0,) are any two such, then 
there exists an isomorphism 01 : S, - S, such that 8,: = O2 : R -+ S, . 
The converse also holds: if R has a crqr then R satisfies (e), (f), and (g). 
In fact, R satisfies the stronger condition 
k’) If ~7’ = s’a with X, a, a’ E G(R), 
then x’ E G(K). Although condition (g) is formally necessary and seems to be 
vital for the construction of a proof, I do not know whether the theorem holds 
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without it; i.e., whether it follows from (f). If eN(R) = N(R) (see Section 2.1) 
then (f) implies (8’) (cf. [3], p. 262). 
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose R is prime alternative but not associative, and 
3R + (0). Then R has a crqr S which is a simple ring with d.c.c. on right ideals. 
Proof. Since R is prime but not associative, N(R) = Z(R) by Lemma 3.2g, 
and R satisfies (iii) of Definition 2.3. Thus, G(R) = Z(R)*. It is now clear 
that R’ = R oz Z’ is a crqr for R. Since also CD algebras are simple with 
d.c.c., Lemma 6.3 is seen to be merely a restatement of Theorem A. 
It is instructive to compare Lemma 6.3 with the following theorem, 
due to Goldie (e.g., see [3], Appendix B). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let R be a prime associative ring, and suppose 
(h) Any strictly ascending chain of annihilator right ideals is jinite, and 
(!x) Any additive direct sum of nonzero rrght ideals is finite. 
Then R has a crqr (S, H) such that S is a simple ring with d.c.c. on right 
ideals. The converse also holds. 
By comparison with Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.3 does not need the chain 
conditions. Also the imbedding ring 5’ in Lemma 6.3 is a finite-dimensional 
algebra over a field, whereas in Lemma 6.4 S is merely fidi over a skew field, 
the latter being quite arbitrary. Finally, the method 0 of imbedding in 
Lemma 6.3 is more straightforward, since G(R) = Z(R)*, and the Ore 
condition (f) is satisfied in a trivial manner. Once again, see Section 3.8. 
6.5. Although we need no chain conditions for Lemma 6.3, it is 
interesting to note that conditions (h) and (k) are automatically satisfied by 
any prime alternative but not associative ring R, as follows. 
Given o f S C R, we set A, = {a E R: Sa = (0)). We may define an 
annihilator right ideal T of R to be a right ideal T such that for some set 
S # % we have T = A,, or such that for some left ideal S we have T = 11, . 
The definitions are equivalent for alternative as for associative rings, since 
the left annihilator of a right ideal is a left ideal. The second definition is the 
neater, however, since in general a set A, need not be a right ideal, whereas 
As is a right ideal in case S is a left ideal. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let R be a prime alternative but not associative ring. Then 
(h’) Any strictly ascending chain of annihilator right ideals has length zG2; 
(k’) Any additive direct sum of nonzero right ideals has just one summand. 
For the proof we need the following result, which is of independent 
interest: 
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LEMMA 6.7. Suppose d # (0) is a right ideal of R, and R is A-semiprime 
and a3-purely alternative. Then A contains a nonzero two-sided ideal of R. 
Proof. Let A,) be the ideal of R generated by (A, A, R). Then A, L d 
(see [6], Lemmas I and 2). If ‘4, -=- (0), then A = N(A) C N(R) by 3.2a. 
But then AC U(R) (see [IO], 2.16 and 2.12). This contradicts A-pure 
alternativity. So A,, f (0). 
COROLLARY 6.8. If R is semiprime and purely alternative, then every 
nonzero one-sided ideal of R contains a nonzero two-sided ideal of R. 
This may be regarded as a generalization of [6], Theorem 1. 
Proof of Proposition 6.6. (h’) Suppose -4 =- A, + (0) is an annihilator 
right ideal. Then SA = (0) implies SA,, = (0), where A, is as in Lemma 6.7. 
By primeness S (0), whence A R. Thus the only annihilator right 
ideals of R are (0) and R. 
(k’) If d, B are nonzero disjoint right ideals, then A,, , B, are nonzero 
disjoint two-sided ideals, contradicting primeness. 
Combining Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 with Proposition 6.6, we now have 
PROPOSITIOK 6.9. Let R be a prime alternative ring, and suppose 3R # (0) 
if R is not associative. Then the following are equivalent: 
I. R satisfies the Goldie conditions 6.4h and 6.4k; 
II. R has a crqr (S, H) such that S is a simple ring with d.c.c. on right ideals. 
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